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Regularizing properties of
the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

By Vincent Guedj at Toulouse and Ahmed Zeriahi at Toulouse

Abstract. Let X be a compact Kähler manifold. We show that the Kähler–Ricci flow
(as well as its twisted versions) can be run from an arbitrary positive closed current with zero
Lelong numbers and immediately smoothes it.

Introduction

Let X be a compact Kähler manifold of complex dimension n and let ˛0 2 H 1;1.X;R/
be a Kähler class. The purpose of this note is to show that the Kähler–Ricci flow

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /

can be run from an initial data T0 2 ˛0 which is an arbitrary positive closed current with zero
Lelong numbers, i.e. there is a family of Kähler forms .!t /t>0 solutions of the above equation,
such that !t ! T0 as t ! 0C.

We shall actually consider slightly more general twisted Kähler–Ricci flows

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C �;

where � is a fixed closed .1; 1/-form. The case when � D ŒD� is the current of integration along
an hypersurface has become quite important recently in connection with the Kähler–Einstein
problem on Fano manifolds (see e.g. [4, 15, 21, 41]), however we will restrict here to the case
of a smooth form �.

It is standard [13, 42, 46] that when T0 is a Kähler form, such a flow admits a unique
solution on a maximal interval of time Œ0; TmaxŒ, where

Tmax WD sup¹t � 0 W tKX C t¹�º C ˛0 is nefº:

Our main result is the following.
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276 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

Theorem A. Let T0 2 ˛0 be a positive current with zero Lelong numbers. There exists
a unique maximal family .!t /0<t<Tmax of Kähler forms such that

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C �;

and !t weakly converges towards T0, as t & 0C.

We shall prove this result by working at the level of potentials and establishing smoothing
properties of more general parabolic complex Monge–Ampère flows (see Theorem 1.1). We
give precise information on the weak continuity at time zero, depending on the properties of
the initial potential (convergence in energy or in capacity).

Smoothing properties of the Kähler–Ricci flow have been known and used for a long time
(see e.g. [2, 30, 39]). Attempts to run the Kähler–Ricci flow from a degenerate initial data have
motivated several recent works [14,16,17,35,38]. The best results so far were obtained in [35],
where the authors succeeded in running the Kähler–Ricci flow from an initial current T0 with
continuous potentials.

Starting from an initial data T0 having positive Lelong numbers at some points is an
interesting issue and we shall discuss it on our way to proving the main result as well as in
Section 6, where we show that the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow eventually smoothes out
any arbitrary positive closed current on a manifold with non-positive first Chern class (see
Theorem 6.2). This is however not necessarily the case on a Fano manifold (see Example 6.4),
although the smoothing property could be useful in analyzing the long-term behavior of the
normalized Kähler–Ricci flow on Fano manifolds (see Theorem 6.5 and Remark 6.7).

We push our analysis further in Section 7 and show that one can start the twisted
Kähler–Ricci flow from a positive current representing a nef class (Theorem 7.1), and then
treat the case of mildly singular varieties. This is a particularly important situation for applica-
tions, in connection with the Minimal Model Program. Our main result extends to this context
as follows:

Theorem B. Let X be a projective complex variety with log terminal singularities.
Let T0 be a positive .1; 1/-current with zero Lelong numbers representing a Kähler class
˛0 2H

1;1.X;R/. Then there exists a continuous family .!t /t2Œ0;TmaxŒ of positive .1;1/-currents
such that

(i) Œ!t � D ˛0 � tc1.X/ in H 1;1.X;R/,

(ii) !t ! T0 as t ! 0,

(iii) .!t /t2.0;Tmax/ restricts to a smooth path of Kähler forms on Xreg satisfying

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /:
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Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow 277

1. Strategy of the proof

1.1. Reduction to a scalar Monge–Ampère flow. Fix ! a reference Kähler form in
the initial Kähler class ˛0. Thus T0 D ! C dd c'0 for some !-plurisubharmonic function '0,
by the àà-Lemma. We use here and in the sequel the standard normalization

d D àC à; d c D
1

2i�
.à � à/;

so that
dd c D

i

�
àà:

Set
�t WD ! C t� � t Ric.!/

and consider the parabolic scalar flow

à't
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c't /
n

!n

�
with 't jtD0 D '0. Let !t denote the Kähler form !t WD �t C dd

c't and observe that

à!t
àt
D � � Ric.!/C dd c P't D �Ric.!t /C �;

since dd c log.!nt =!
n/ D �Ric.!t /C Ric.!/.

Conversely, one easily shows that if !t evolves along the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow, then

!t D �t C dd
c't ;

where 't satisfies the above scalar parabolic flow, up to a time dependent additive constant.
We shall normalize the latter to be zero.

1.2. Approximation process. Fix '0 2 PSH.X; !/ an arbitrary !-plurisubharmonic
(psh) function. We are going to approximate '0 by a decreasing sequence '0;j of smooth
strictly !-psh functions '0;j 2 PSH.X; !/ \ C1.X/. This is always possible thanks to a reg-
ularizing result of Demailly [19].

We consider the corresponding solution 't;j 2 PSH.X; �t / \ C1.X/ to the above scalar
parabolic flow. By the discussion above, these flows are well defined on Œ0; TmaxŒ �X .

Our goal is then to establish various a priori estimates which will allow us to pass to the
limit as j !C1. For example, when '0 is bounded, we are going to prove that for each " > 0
and 0 < T < Tmax fixed,

(i) .x; t; j / 7! 't;j .x/ is uniformly bounded on X � Œ0; T � �N,

(ii) .x; t; j / 7! P't;j .x/ is uniformly bounded on X � Œ"; T � �N,

(iii) .x; t; j / 7! �'t;j .x/ is uniformly bounded on X � Œ"; T � �N.

Here � denotes the Laplace operator with respect to a fixed metric, e.g. !.
Thanks to the complex parabolic Evans–Krylov theory and Schauder estimates (see [32]

for a recent account in the Kähler–Ricci flow context), these bounds allow us to show that
't;j ! 't in C1.X � �0; T �/, as j !C1. We will then check that 't ! '0 as t ! 0C.
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278 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

This is obvious (by global continuity) if '0 is continuous, slightly more involved when '0 is
less regular:

� When '0 is bounded, we show that 't converges to '0 in capacity as t ! 0.

� When '0 has finite energy, we show that the approximants 't;j have uniformly bounded
energies, hence are relatively compact in the finite energy class E1.X; 2!/. The 't;j then
form a compact family in C1.X � �0; T �/ and converge in energy towards '0 as t ! 0

and j !C1.

� For arbitrarily singular initial potential '0 2 L1.X/ we use the convexity property of the
mean value t 7! V �1

R
X 't;j d� to control supX 't;j from below and show continuity

in the L1-topology at time zero.

1.3. Notations. In the sequel we set � D � � Ric.!/ so that

�t D ! C t�:

To simplify notations we always assume that for 0 < t � T < Tmax, one has

!

2
� �t � 2!:

Thus 't 2 PSH.X; 2!/ for all t . We also set

V WD vol!.X/ D
Z
X

!n D ˛n0 :

We let (CMAF) denote the scalar parabolic flow

à't
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c't /
n

�

�
;(CMAF)

where � D eh!n is a smooth positive measure and h 2 C1.X;R/ is normalized so that

V D

Z
X

eh !n:

The next four sections are devoted to proving the following:

Theorem 1.1. Let '0 be an !-psh function with zero Lelong numbers. There exists
a unique maximal family of smooth strictly �t -psh functions .'t / such that

à't
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c't /
n

�

�
in �0; TmaxŒ �X , with 't ! '0 in L1.X/, as t & 0C. Moreover

� 't converges in energy towards '0 if '0 2 E1.X; !/ has finite energy,

� 't is uniformly bounded and converges to '0 in capacity if '0 2 L1.X/.

Since the weak convergence of positive currents is equivalent to the L1-convergence of
(normalized) potentials, this result clearly contains our Main Theorem as a particular case.
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Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow 279

The uniqueness property has to be understood in the following weak sense: if  t is
another solution of the parabolic scalar flow which converges in L1 to the same initial data '0,
then  t lies below 't , i.e. 't is the envelope of such solutions (see [26, 44] for the related
notion of unique “maximally stretched” solution).

When the Monge–Ampère measure MA.'0/ is absolutely continuous with respect to
Lebesgue measure, with density f0 2 Lp, p > 1, and continuous initial potential '0, it has
been shown in [35] that there is no other solution  t (this follows easily in this case from the
maximum principle).

We discuss in Section 6 how one can try and run the (normalized or twisted) Kähler–Ricci
flow from a positive current having positive Lelong numbers.

2. Bounds on 't

In this section we assume that 't satisfies (CMAF) with an initial data '0, which is
a smooth strictly !-psh function.

2.1. Maximum principle. The following maximum principle is a basic tool to establish
upper and lower bounds in the sequel.

Proposition 2.1. Let �t be a smooth family of Kähler metrics on X , and denote by �t
the Laplacian with respect to �t . Assume that H 2 C1.X � Œ0; T �/ satisfies�

à
àt
��t

�
H � 0 or PHt � log

�
.�t C dd

cHt /
n

�nt

�
:

Then supX Ht � supX H0 for all t 2 Œ0; T �.
If we replace � with �, then infX Ht � infX H0.

We include a proof for the reader’s convenience.

Proof. Replacing H with H � "t with " > 0, we may assume in each case that the
inequality is strict. By compactnessH achieves its supremum at some point .x0; t0/ 2X�Œ0;T �
and the strict differential inequality implies that t0 is necessarily 0, since otherwise we would
have ààtH � 0 and dd cH � 0 at .x0; t0/.

Corollary 2.2. Let ut (resp. vt ) be a subsolution (resp. a supersolution) of (CMAF),
i.e. u0 � '0 � v0 with

Put � log
�
.�t C dd

cut /
n

�

�
while Pvt � log

�
.�t C dd

cvt /
n

�

�
:

Then ut � vt . Thus if 't ;  t are solutions of (CMAF) with initial data '0;  0, then

inf
X
.'0 �  0/ � 't �  t � sup

X

.'0 �  0/:

In particular if '0 �  0, then 't �  t for all t .

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1 by setting �t D �t C dd cvt and H D ut � vt .
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280 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

2.2. Bounding 't from above.

Lemma 2.3. The function t 7! supX 't is quasi-decreasing, more precisely

't � sup
X

'0 C Œn log 2 � inf
X
h�t:

Proof. Observe that  t WD supX '0 C Œn log 2 � infX h�t is a super-solution, i.e.

P t � log
�
.�t C dd

c t /
n

�

�
with  0 � '0 and apply Corollary 2.2 to conclude.

Remark 2.4. It might be useful to notice for other applications that one can get an
upper-bound which is independent of infX h. Indeed, let  0 denote the solution of the elliptic
problem

.2! C dd c 0/
n
D 2n�;

normalized by supX .'0 �  0/ D 0. Observe that 't is then a subsolution of the corresponding
parabolic problem

P t D log
�
.2! C dd c t /

n

�

�
;  t jtD0 D  0;

whose solution is  t D  0 C nt log 2. The comparison principle thus yields

't �  t D  0 C nt log 2:

An alternative observation which will also turn out to be useful is the following:

Lemma 2.5. The mean value I.t/ D 1
V

R
X 't d� is quasi-decreasing, namely

t 7! I.t/ � t log.2n/ is non-increasing:

The function I is moreover convex when � � 0.

Proof. It follows from the concavity of the logarithm that

I 0.t/ D

Z
X

log
�
.�t C dd

c't /
n

�

�
d�

V
� log

Z
X

.�t C dd
c't /

n

V
� n log 2;

since we impose �t � 2!.
For the second assertion, observe that

R't D �!t
P't C tr!t

.�/ � �!t
P't

when � � 0, hence

V I 00.t/ D

Z
X

R't d�

�

Z
X

�!t
P'te
� P't!nt

D n

Z
X

e� P'td P't ^ d
c
P't ^ !

n�1
t � 0:
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Recall [27, Proposition 1.7] that since � is a smooth measure, there exists a C� > 0 such
that

sup
X

' � C� �
1

V

Z
X

' d� � sup
X

'

for all 2!-psh functions '.

2.3. Various bounds from below.

2.3.1. Bounded initial data. Recall (Corollary 2.2) that 't dominates any subsolution.
An easy computation yields the following:

Lemma 2.6. Fix 0 < T < Tmax. There exists a constant C D supX hC Cn > 0 such
that  t D .1 �

p
t /.'0 � infX '0 C 1/ � Ct C infX '0 � 1 is a subsolution, hence

.1 �
p
t /.'0 � inf

X
'0 C 1/ � Ct C inf

X
'0 � 1 � 't

for all .t; x/ 2 Œ0; T � �X . In particular 't � infX '0 � C 0 when t 2 Œ0; 1�.

Such a bound from below is useful to establish the “continuity” of the flow at time zero,
starting from a bounded but non-continuous initial data.

Proof. Observe first that  t is �t -plurisubharmonic, with

�t C dd
c t D .1 �

p
t /.! C dd c'0/C

p
t�pt �

p
t

2
!:

We infer
n

2
log t � n log 2 � sup

X

h � log
�
.�t C dd

c t /
n

�

�
while

P t D �
1

2
p
t
.'0 � inf

X
'0 C 1/ � C � �

1

2
p
t
� C :

Since  t and '0 coincide at time zero, the conclusion follows by adjusting the value of C
so that for all t > 0,

�
1

2
p
t
� C <

n

2
log t � n log 2 � sup

X

h:

2.3.2. Finite energy condition. Set

E.'t / WD
1

.nC 1/V

nX
jD0

Z
X

't .�t C dd
c't /

j
^ �

n�j
t :

When � � 0, i.e. �t � !, this is the Aubin–Yau energy functional which plays a crucial role
in studying the Kähler–Einstein equation (see [11, 40] for recent developments). In particular

E.'0/ D
1

.nC 1/V

nX
jD0

Z
X

'0.! C dd
c'0/

j
^ !n�j :

Definition 2.7. We let E1.X; !/ denote the “finite energy class”, i.e. the set of !-pluri-
subharmonic functions '0 such that E.'0/ > �1.
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A basic observation is the following monotonicity property:

Lemma 2.8. Fix 0 < T < Tmax. There exists a constant C � 0 such that

t 7! E.'t /C Ct is increasing on Œ0; T �;

with C D 0 if � D 0. In particular

E.'t / � Ct

2n
�
E.'t / � Ct

¹�tºn=V
� sup

X

't :

As the proof reveals, the constant C only depends on supX '0 and T .

Proof. We let the reader check that

V
dE.'t /

dt
D

Z
P't !

n
t C

1

.nC 1/

nX
jD0

Z
't� ^ Œj�t C .n � j /!t � ^ .!t /

j�1
^ �

n�j�1
t :

The first term is almost non-negative as follows from the concavity of the logarithm.
Namely Z

log
�
!nt
�

�
!nt
Vt
� � log

�
V

Vt

�
� �n log 2;

where
Vt WD

Z
X

!nt �
V

2n

by our assumption �t � !
2

. Note that this first term is non-negative when � D 0, since Vt D V
in this case.

The second one (which is zero if � D 0) is bounded below by �C when � � 0, as can
be checked by writing �'t � � supX 't and estimating the remaining cup-products.

If � is not negative, we can nevertheless find some A > 0 such that � � A�t � 0 for
all 0 � t � T . Observing thatZ

't .�t C dd
c't /

j
^ �

n�j
t �

Z
't .�t C dd

c't /
j�1
^ �

n�jC1
t

we end up with a differential inequality

dE.'t /

dt
� �C1 C C2E.'t /;

for some constants C1; C2 � 0. It follows that t 7! E.'t /C Ct is increasing on Œ0; T � for an
appropriate choice of C D CT .

2.3.3. The general case. Recall that the integrability exponent of '0 at point x 2 X is

c.'0; x/ WD sup¹c > 0 W e�2c '0 2 L1.Vx/º;

where Vx denotes an arbitrarily small neighborhood of x. We let

c.'0/ WD sup¹c.'0; x/ W x 2 Xº
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denote the uniform integrability index of '0. It follows from Skoda’s integrability theorem that
1

�.'0; x/
� c.'0; x/ �

n

�.'0; x/
;

where �.'0; x/ denotes the Lelong number of '0 at x. Thus c.'0/ D C1 if and only if '0 has
zero Lelong number at all points.

Fix 0 < ˇ < c.'0/ and 0 < ˛ such that

�C .2ˇ � ˛/! � 0:

The measure e�2ˇ'0� is absolutely continuous with density in Lp, for some p > 1. It follows
from Kolodziej’s uniform estimate [29] that there exists a unique continuous !-psh function u
such that

˛n.! C dd cu/n D e˛u�2ˇ'0�:

Lemma 2.9. For 0 < t < min.Tmax; 1=2ˇ/ and for all x 2 X ,

.1 � 2ˇt/'0.x/C ˛tu.x/C n.t log t � t / � 't .x/:

Proof. Set  t WD .1�2ˇt/'0C˛tuCn.t log t � t /. It follows from our choice of ˛; ˇ
that  t is �t -psh since

�t C dd
c t D .1 � 2ˇt/!'0

C ˛t!u C t Œ�C .2ˇ � ˛/!� � 0:

Moreover  t is a subsolution of (CMAF),

.�t C dd
c t /

n
� ˛ntn!nu D e

P t�;

as the reader will easily check. Since  0 D '0, the conclusion follows from the maximum
principle.

Note for later use that this lower bound shows in particular that the integrability exponent
(resp. the Lelong number) of 't at point x increases (resp. decreases) linearly in time.

3. Bounds on P't

In this section again we assume that 't satisfies (CMAF) with an initial data '0, which
is a smooth strictly !-psh function.

3.1. Bounding P't from above. The following elementary estimate is, together with
Kolodziej’s a priori bound, a key to establish the smoothing property of complex Monge–
Ampère flows:

Proposition 3.1. There exists a constant C D C.supX '0;� infX h/ > 0 such that for
all t > 0 and x 2 X ,

P't .x/ �
�'0.x/C C

t
C C:

Proof. Consider H.t; x/ WD t P't .x/ � .'t � '0/.x/ � nt . Observe that
àH
àt
D t R't � n D t�!t

P't C t tr!t
� � n
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284 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

while

�!t
H D t�!t

P't ��!t
.'t � '0/ D t�!t

P't � Œn � tr!t
.T0/ � t tr!t

.�/�;

therefore �
à
àt
��!t

�
H D � tr!t

.T0/ � 0:

It thus follows from Proposition 2.1 thatH attains its maximum on .t D 0/. NowH.0; x/ � 0,
hence Lemma 2.3 yields the conclusion.

Note that similar bounds involving infX '0 were previously obtained by Song–Tian [35].
When P'0 is bounded from above, one can also show that P't is uniformly bounded from above
(see Székelyhidi–Tosatti [38] or Proposition 3.5). However all these estimates require the initial
data '0 to be bounded, an hypothesis which we want to avoid here.

3.2. Bounding the oscillation of 't . Observe that 't is a family of �t -psh functions
such that

.�t C dd
c't /

n
D Ft!

n;

where for each fixed t > 0, the densities

Ft D exp. P't C h/ � exp
�
�'0.x/C C

t
C C 0

�
are uniformly in L2.!n/ if '0 has zero Lelong number at all points (by Skoda’s integrability
theorem [34]). It follows therefore from the uniform version of Kolodziej’s estimates (see
[22, 29]) that the oscillation of 't is uniformly bounded:

Theorem 3.2. Assume '0 has zero Lelong number at all points x 2 X . For each t > 0,
there exists an M.t/ > 0 independent of infX '0 such that

OscX .'t / �M.t/:

When '0 has some positive Lelong number and Tmax is large enough1), then the Lelong numbers
of '0=t become so small (when t is large) that Ft is uniformly in L1C".!n/ for t � t" and the
same conclusion thus applies.

3.3. Bounding P't from below. The next result is due to Song–Tian [35, Lemma 3.2]:

Proposition 3.3. Fix 0 < T < Tmax and assume '0 is bounded. Then

P't .x/ � n log t � AOscX '0 � C for all .x; t/ 2 X � �0; T �,

where A > 1=.Tmax � T / and C D C.A/ > 0.

We include a proof for the reader’s convenience.

1) For example, when ¹�º � c1.X/ D ¹�º is nef so that Tmax D C1.
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Proof. Consider
G.t; x/ D P't .x/C A't .x/ �H.t/;

whereH W �0;C1Œ! R is a smooth function to be specified hereafter. We let the reader check
that �

à
àt
��t

�
.G/ D A P't C tr!t

.A�t C �/ �H
0.t/ � An:

Now A�t C � D A�s � A!=2 with s D t C 1=A < Tmax since we assume A is so large
that 1=A < Tmax � T , hence

tr!t
.A�t C �/ �

A tr!t
.!/

2
�
f
�1=n
t

C
;

where logft WD P't and we have used the inequality

tr!t
.!/ � n

�
!nt
!n

��1=n
� ft

�1=ne� supX h=n:

Observe finally that "x > log x � C" for all x > 0 to conclude that�
à
àt
��t

�
.G/ >

f
�1=n
t

C1
�H 0.t/ � C2:

The first condition we impose onH is thatH.0/ D �1. This insures that the functionG
attains its minimum on Œ0; T � �X at a point .x0; t0/ with t0 > 0. At this point we therefore
have a control on the density ft , namely

C1ŒC2 CH
0.t0/� � f

�1=n
t0

.x0/

which yields

G.t0; x0/ � A't0.x0/ � C3 � ¹n logŒC2 CH 0.t0/�CH.t0/º:

It follows from Lemmata 2.3 and 2.6 that 't0.x0/ � infX '0 � C 0 and 't .x/ � supX '0 C C
00,

thus
P't � H.t/ � AOscX '0 � C4 � ¹n logŒC2 CH 0.t0/�CH.t0/º:

The second condition we now would like to impose on H is that

H C n logŒC2 CH 0� � C 000

is uniformly bounded from above on �0; T �. We let the reader check that the “best” function
satisfying both conditions and not going too fast to �1 as t goes to zero is H.t/ D n log t .
For such a choice we obtain the desired inequality.

Observe that if we start the complex Monge–Ampère flow (CMAF) from the initial
data 's , s � 0, we obtain (by uniqueness of the solution) 'tCs . Thus

P'tCs.x/ � n log t � AOscX 's � C:

From Theorem 3.2 we infer the following important consequence.
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286 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

Corollary 3.4. Assume '0 has zero Lelong number at all points and fix T < Tmax. Then
there exists � W �0; T �! RC a decreasing function such that for all 0 < t � T and x 2 X ,

P't .x/ � ��.t/:

When '0 has positive Lelong number at some points, the conclusion merely applies when
t" � t � T .

3.4. Further bounds on the densities. Here we consider the case when the initial
data '0 is such that its Monge–Ampère measure .! C dd c'0/n D f0eh!n is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

An abstract measure theoretic argument shows that f0 actually belongs to an Orlicz class:
there exists a convex increasing functionw W RC ! RC such thatw.t/=t !C1 as t !C1
and Z

X

w ı f0 d� < C1:

Proposition 3.5. Assume that � � 0. Then the map t 7!
R
X w ı ft d� is decreasing

along the complex Monge–Ampère flow, where

ft WD
.�t C dd

c't /
n

�
:

In particular if f0 2 L1.X/ is bounded from above, then so is ft , with

P't D logft � log sup
X

f0:

Proof. Set I.t/ WD
R
X w ı ft d�. Using that P't D logft , we observe that log ft satis-

fies the following Heat-type equation,

à logft
àt

D �!t
ft �

jr!t
ft j

2

ft
C ft tr!t

.�/:

Assuming � � 0 we infer

I 0.t/ � n

Z
X

w0 ı ft

ft
dd cft ^ !

n�1
t � n

Z
X

w0 ı ft

f 2t
dft ^ d

cft ^ !
n�1
t :

Integrating by parts yieldsZ
X

w0 ı ft

ft
dd cft ^ !

n�1
t D �

Z
d

�
w0 ı ft

ft

�
^ d cft ^ !

n�1
t

D �

Z
X

w00 ı ft

ft
dft ^ d

cft ^ !
n�1
t

C

Z
X

w0 ı ft

f 2t
dft ^ d

cft ^ !
n�1
t ;

therefore

I 0.t/ � �n

Z
X

w00 ı ft

ft
dft ^ d

cft ^ !
n�1
t � 0:

as claimed.
Assume now that f0 2 L1.X/. In particular f0 2 Lp.X/ for all p > 1 and we have just

seen that kftkLp � kf0kLp . Letting p !C1 yields the desired control.
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This computation is a generalization of an observation due to Chen–Tian–Zhang (see
[17, Lemma 2.4]), who consider the case when f0 2 Lp for some p > 1. In this case '0 is
continuous, as follows from Kolodziej’s estimate [29].

For stronger lower bounds, we note the following immediate consequence of the mini-
mum principle (Proposition 2.1):

Proposition 3.6. Assume � � 0. If f0 > 0 is uniformly bounded away from zero, then
so is ft for all t > 0 with

P't D logft � log inf
X
f0:

Even though it requires a strong condition on the initial data, such a lower bound could
be useful in some cases (see e.g. [38]).

4. Higher order estimates

We assume here again that 't satisfies (CMAF) with an initial data '0, which is a smooth
strictly !-psh function.

4.1. Preliminary results. We shall need two standard auxiliary results (see [33,48] for
a proof):

Lemma 4.1. Let ˛; ˇ be positive .1; 1/-forms. Then

n

�
˛n

ˇn

� 1
n

� trˇ .˛/ � n
�
˛n

ˇn

�
� .tr˛.ˇ//n�1:

Applying these inequalities to ˛ D !t WD �t C dd c't and ˇ D !, we obtain:

Corollary 4.2. For all 0 < t � T < Tmax, there exists a constant C.t/ > 0 which only
depends on k P'tkL1 ; khkL1 such that

1

C.t/
� tr!.!t / � C.t/Œtr!t

.!/�n�1:

Lemma 4.3. Let !;!0 be arbitrary Kähler forms. Let �B 2 R be a lower bound on the
holomorphic bisectional curvature of .X; !/. Then

�!0 log tr!.!0/ � �
tr!.Ric.!0//

tr!.!0/
� B tr!0.!/:

4.2. Bounding �'t from above.

Lemma 4.4. Fix 0 < T < Tmax. Then for all x 2 X and s; t > 0 such that s C t � T ,

0 � t log tr!.!tCs/ � AOscX .'s/C C C ŒC � n log s C AOscX .'s/�t

for some uniform constants A;C > 0.

Applying this inequality for t=2 and s D t=2, we obtain the following corollary.
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288 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

Corollary 4.5. Fix 0 < T < Tmax. Then for all .t; x/ 2 Œ0; T � �X ,

0 � t log tr!.!t / � 2AOscX .'t=2/C C
0:

Proof. Set ˛ WD t logu � A'tCs , where u WD tr!.!tCs/ and A > 0 will be specified
later. The desired inequality will follow if we can bound ˛ from above. Set �t D �!tCs

and
observe that �

à
àt
��t

�
.˛/ D loguC

t

u

àu
àt
� A P'tCs � t�t loguC A�t'tCs:

The last term yields

A�t'tCs D An � A tr!tCs
.�tCs/ � An �

A

2
tr!tCs

.!/:

The last but one is estimated thanks to Lemma 4.3,

�t�t logu � Bt tr!tCs
.!/C t

tr!.Ric.!tCs//
tr!.!tCs/

:

Since
t

u

àu
àt
D
t

u
�!.log!ntCs=!

n/ D
t

u
¹� tr!.Ric!tCs/C tr!.�C Ric! � dd ch/º;

we infer

�t�t loguC
t

u

àu
àt
� .B C C1/t tr!tCs

.!/C C2;

using that tr!.�C Ric! � dd ch/ is uniformly bounded below and the elementary inequality

n � tr!tCs
.!/ tr!.!tCs/:

It follows now from Lemma 4.1 and the inequality .n � 1/ log x < x C Cn that

logu � P'tCs C C3 C tr!tCs
.!/:

Altogether this yields�
à
àt
��t

�
.˛/ � C4 � .A � 1/ P'tCs C

�
.B C C1/t C 1 �

A

2

�
tr!tCs

.!/:

We choose A > 0 so large that .B C C1/t C 1 � A=2 < 0. The desired inequality now follows
from the maximum principle and Lemma 2.3, together with Proposition 3.3.

4.3. Evans–Krylov and Schauder. Using the complex parabolic Evans–Krylov theory
together with Schauder’s estimates (see [12, Theorem 3.1.4]), it follows from previous results
that the following higher order a priori estimates hold:

Theorem 4.6. Fix 0 < T < Tmax. If '0 has zero Lelong number at all points x 2 X ,
then for each " > 0 and k 2 N, there exists a constant Ck."/ > 0 such that

k'tkCk.X�Œ";T �/ � Ck."/:

If '0 has positive Lelong number at some points, the same results hold but only on some
time interval Œt"; T �.

We will analyze more precisely the value of t" in Section 6.
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5. Proof of the main theorem

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1.

5.1. Defining the flow. Let '0 be an !-psh function. Using [19] (or [9]), we approx-
imate '0 by a decreasing sequence '0;j of smooth !-psh functions. We let 't;j denote the
smooth family of �t -psh functions, solution of the parabolic flow

à't;j
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c't;j /
n

!n

�
(CMAF)

with initial value '0;j , which is well defined on Œ0; TmaxŒ �X .
It follows from Corollary 2.2 that for .t; x/ fixed, j 7! 't;j .x/ is non-increasing. We can

thus set
't .x/ WD lim

j!C1
& 't;j .x/:

It follows from Lemma 2.9 that the functions t 7! supX 't;j are uniformly bounded, thus 't
is not identically �1, hence it is a well-defined �t -psh function. It moreover follows from
Theorem 4.6 that for all t > 0, 't is smooth and satisfies

à't
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c't /
n

!n

�
when '0 has zero Lelong number at all points.

Note that .'t / is relatively compact in L1 as t ! 0C. We show in the next section that
't ! '0 as t & 0C, where the stronger the regularity assumption on '0, the stronger the
convergence.

5.2. Continuity at zero. Let  D lim'tk be a cluster value of .'t /, as t ! 0C. It is
a standard property of quasi-plurisubharmonic functions that for all x 2 X ,

 .x/ � lim sup'tk .x/;

with equality almost everywhere. We claim that

 � '0:

It follows indeed from Corollary 2.2 that 't;j decreases to 't , hence for all j 2 N and for
almost every x,

 .x/ D lim sup'tk .x/ � lim sup'tk ;j .x/ D '0;j .x/

since 't;j is continuous at t D 0. The conclusion follows by letting j !C1.
We now analyze various settings in which we establish the reverse inequality.

5.2.1. Convergence in capacity. When the initial data '0 is continuous, it follows from
Corollary 2.2 that 't 2 C0.Œ0; TmaxŒ �X/, hence 't uniformly converges towards '0 as t ! 0.

We cannot expect uniform convergence when '0 is merely bounded; it follows however
from Lemma 2.6 that  � '0. Thus

't ! '0

in this case and the convergence moreover holds in capacity: this roughly says that the conver-
gence is uniform outside sets of arbitrarily small capacity. It is the strongest convergence one
can expect in this bounded context (see [27]).
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Remark 5.1. Observe that for all x 2 X ,

.'t � '0/.x/ D

Z t

0

P's.x/ ds D

Z t

0

logfs.x/ ds;

where fs D .�s C dd c's/n=�. We have shown earlier that, when '0 is bounded,

fs �
sn

C
while logfs �

C

s
;

for some appropriate constant C > 0. Although the upper bound is much weaker, it is not
far from being optimal if the initial data is bounded but not continuous: indeed if we could
uniformly bound from above logfs.x/ by h.s/with h integrable at zero, it would follow that 't
uniformly converges towards '0 as t ! 0, hence '0 would have to be continuous.

5.2.2. Convergence in energy. We consider here the case when '0 has finite energy,

E.'0/ WD
1

.nC 1/V

nX
jD0

Z
X

'0.! C dd
c'0/

j
^ !n�j > �1:

We refer the interested reader to [11, 28] for various information on the finite energy class
E1.X; !/ of those !-psh functions with finite energy.

Proposition 5.2. Assume '0 2 E1.X; !/. As t decreases to zero, the functions 't
converge to '0 in energy (hence in particular in L1.X/).

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.8 that the functions 't stay in a compact subset of the
class E1.X; !/. Let  � '0 be a cluster point as t ! 0.

Recall from [11] that the energy E. � / is upper semi-continuous (for the weak L1-topol-
ogy), it follows therefore from Lemma 2.8 that

E.'0/ � lim
tj!0

E.'tj / � E. / � E.'0/;

where the latter inequality follows from the fact that ' 7! E.'/ is monotone increasing.
We infer E. / D E.'0/, whence '0 D  , as desired.

This not only shows that 't ! '0 in the L1-sense as t ! 0, but also that it does so in
energy, in the sense of [5, 6].

Let us stress an important feature of the convergence in energy: it guarantees the conti-
nuity of the complex Monge–Ampère measures

.�t C dd
c't /

n t!0
���! .! C dd c'0/

n;

whereas these operators are usually discontinuous for the weakerL1-convergence of potentials,
which we now consider.

5.2.3. L1-convergence. We shall finally treat the general case of an arbitrary initial
data '0 2 L1. Recall from Lemma 2.9 that

.1 � 2ˇt/'0 C ˛tuC n.t log t � t / � 't ;
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where u is a continuous !-psh function, thus

'0 � lim inf
t!0

't :

Since  � '0, we infer  � '0, as desired.
At the level of currents, this shows that !t weakly converges to T0 as t & 0C, as claimed

in Theorem A.

5.3. Uniqueness. Let .'t /t>0 be the solution to (CMAF) constructed above by approx-
imation, and assume . t /t>0 is another family of smooth �t -psh functions which satisfy,
on �0; TmaxŒ �X ,

à t
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c t /
n

�

�
;

with  t ! '0 as t & 0C.
We claim that  t .x/ � 't .x/ for all t; x. Let '0;j be a family of smooth !-psh functions

decreasing to '0. By construction the �t -psh functions 't;j are smooth on Œ0; TmaxŒ �X and
decrease pointwise to 't . It thus suffices to show that  t � 't;j , for all fixed j 2 N.

Fix " > 0. It follows from the maximum principle that the smooth function  t � 't;j
attains its maximum on Œ"; T � �X at a point ."; x"/, thus

 t .x/ � 't;j .x/ � sup
X

. " � '";j /:

Since ."; x/ 7! '";j .x/ is continuous, it follows from the Hartogs Lemma that

sup
X

. " � '";j /
"!0
���! sup

X

.'0 � '0;j / � 0:

Thus  t .x/ � 't;j .x/ for all .t; x; j / and the conclusion follows.
The uniqueness property we have just established is called “maximally stretched”

by P. Topping in complex dimension n D 1 (see [26, 44]).

6. Currents with positive Lelong numbers

6.1. Long time existence. As we have noted on several occasions, our construction of
the (twisted) Kähler–Ricci flow also yields interesting information in case the initial current T0
has positive Lelong numbers.

Recall that the (global) integrability index of T0 D ! C dd c'0 is

c.T0/ WD sup
²
c > 0 W

Z
X

e�2c'0!n < C1

³
:

The definition clearly does not depend on the choice of potential.
When T0 has positive Lelong numbers, it follows from Skoda’s integrability theorem [34]

that c.T0/ is positive and finite. The “openness conjecture” of Demailly–Kollar [20]) asserts
that e�2c.T0/'0 … L1. It has been solved very recently by Berndtsson [7] (the two-dimensional
case was previously settled in [25]). When the cohomology class of ! is rational and T0 D ŒD�
is the current of integration along a (rational) effective divisor, the exponent c.T0/ D lct.D/ is
the log-canonical threshold of D, an important algebraic invariant.
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292 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

If Tmax > 1=2c.T0/, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that we have good control on the
time derivative P't for 1=2c.T0/ < t < Tmax, namely

ke P'tkL1C" � C"

for all " > 0 and .1C "/=2c.T0/ � t � T" < Tmax. The following result therefore follows
from Kolodziej’s estimates and our previous analysis:

Theorem 6.1. Let T0 2 ˛0 be a positive current such that 1=2c.T0/ < Tmax. There
exists a unique maximal family .!t /0<t<Tmax of positive currents whose potentials are the
decreasing limits of parabolic flows approximating the potential of T0; !t weakly converges
towards T0, as t & 0C. When t > 1=2c.T0/, these are smooth Kähler forms such that

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C �:

This basically means that the singularities of T0 are slowly attenuated (by Lemma 2.9 the
Lelong numbers of 't are linearly decreasing) so that !t eventually becomes a smooth Kähler
form. This should be compared with Demailly’s use of Kiselman’s technique of attenuation
of singularities: when regularizing a positive current in [19], the presence of positive Lelong
numbers is an obstruction to the approximation with small loss of positivity.

When c1.X/ � ¹�º � 0 so that Tmax D C1, we therefore obtain the following general-
ization of Cao’s celebrated result:

Theorem 6.2 ([13,36]). If c1.X/ � ¹�º � 0, the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow continuously
deforms any positive closed .1; 1/-current to a canonical metric.

On the other hand there might be no smoothing at all when Tmax < 1=2c.T0/. We analyze
more precisely this problem in the next section.

6.2. The normalized Kähler–Ricci flow on Fano manifolds. In this subsection we
have a closer look at the smoothing properties of the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow on a Fano
manifold, i.e. a manifold with positive first Chern class c1.X/.

We assume here ˛0 D c1.X/ and the Ricci flow is normalized so as to have constant
volume,

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C !t :

One classically passes from the (unnormalized) Kähler–Ricci flow to the normalized one by
rescaling in space and time: if �s solves the Kähler–Ricci flow, then

!t D e
t �1�e�t

solves the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow. At the level of potentials we obtain

à't
àt
D log

�
.! C dd c't /

n

eh !n

�
C 't ;(NCMAF)

where ! is a fixed Kähler form in c1.X/ D ˛0, !t D ! C dd c't and

Ric.!/ D ! C dd ch:
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Our analysis thus applies here again, showing that we can run this flow from an arbitrary
positive current T0 D ! C dd c'0 with zero Lelong numbers. The flow exists here for all
times t > 0, i.e. the “normalized” Tmax isC1.

We can adapt the proof of Proposition 3.1 and obtain here:

Proposition 6.3. For all x 2 X and t > 0,

P't .x/ �
�'0.x/C e

t supX '0 C nt
1 � e�t

:

Proof. Consider H.t; x/ D .1 � e�t / P't � .'t � '0/ � nt and show that�
à
àt
��t

�
H D � tr!t

.T0/ � 0:

The upper bound on the function 't can be obtained by applying the maximum principle to the
function e�t't .x/.

Although the flow exists for all times t > 0, the attenuation of singularities is limited,
as 1 � e�t % 1 as t %C1 (in contrast to t %C1 in Proposition 3.1). One can indeed not
always expect smoothing properties in this case as the following simple example shows:

Example 6.4. Let X D CPn equipped with a Kähler–Einstein Fubini–Study metric

! D .nC 1/!FS 2 c1.CPn/;

whose potential is written in some homogeneous coordinates as

� D
.nC 1/

2
log

nX
iD0

jzi j
2:

We can rescale these coordinates and still obtain a Kähler–Einstein metric (image of the initial
one by a holomorphic automorphism), for example

'j D
.nC 1/

2
log

"
jz0j

2

j
C

nX
iD1

jzi j
2

#
� .nC 1/ log kzk

is such that !j WD ! C dd c'j is Kähler–Einstein. Observe that

'0 D .nC 1/ log k.z1; : : : ; zn/k � .nC 1/ log kzk D lim
j!C1

& 'j

is such that c.'0/ D n=.nC 1/.
Since the !j are fixed points of the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow, our approximation

process yields in this case a stationary family, hence there is no regularization at all here!
A similar construction can be made on any Kähler–Einstein Fano manifold admitting nontrivial
holomorphic vector fields.

On the other hand we have the following positive result, which allows us to extend
Perelman’s celebrated convergence result.
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Theorem 6.5. Let X be a Fano manifold. Let T0 2 c1.X/ be a positive current with
integrability index c.T0/ > 1. Then the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow can be run from T0 and
yields a family of positive currents !t which are smooth Kähler forms for t � 1.

If D0 is a smooth anticanonical divisor, one can also run the normalized Kähler–Ricci
flow with initial data T0 D ŒD0�.

In particular if X admits a Kähler–Einstein metric, then the normalized Kähler–Ricci
flow continuously deforms any such T0 to a Kähler–Einstein metric.

A similar result can be obtained for the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow, using the recent work
of Collins–Székelyhidi [18].

Proof. Assume first that T0 D ! C dd c'0 with c.'0/ > 1. Let u be a continuous !-psh
function such that

.! C dd cu/n D e2u�2'0!n:

That such a function exists follows from our assumption on the integrability index, together
with Kolodziej’s uniform estimate [29]. Observe that

ut D e
�t'0 C .1 � e

�t /u � Ct C n.t log t � t /

is a family of !-psh functions which satisfy

.! C dd cut /
n
� .1 � e�t /n.! C dd cu/n �

min.tn; 1/
2n

e2u�2'0!n;

while
e Put�utCh!n D tne.2u�2'0/e

�t�uCh�C
� .! C dd cut /

n

on X � Œ0; T �, if C � 1 is large enough. It follows from the maximum principle and Proposi-
tion 6.3 that 't � ut and

e P't�'t � exp
�
�

�
e�t C

1

1 � e�t

�
'0 C C

0

�
2 Lp;

for some p > 1 as soon as t > � ln..3 �
p
5/=2/.

We now consider the case when T0 D ! C dd c'0 D ŒD0� is the current of integration
along a smooth anticanonical divisor. Note that '0 D log js0jh, where s0 is a holomorphic
section of �KX such that D0 D .s0 D 0/ and h is a smooth hermitian metric with positive
curvature form ‚h D !. In this case c.T0/ D 1 but the Poincaré type metric

� WD e�2'0
!n

.log js0j2h/
2
D

!n

js0j
2
h
.log js0j2h/

2

has finite mass if D0 is smooth or not too singular (this is precisely what we need here).
It follows from the work of Tian–Yau (see [1] for more recent information on this topic) that
one can solve the complex Monge–Ampère equation

.! C dd cv/n D c �;

where u is !-psh on X , smooth in X nD, with mild singularities along D (modelled on the
potential � log.� log js0j2h/). In particular v has zero Lelong number at all points of X . This
latter mild information can also be obtained as a particular case of the results developed in [28].
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Observe that u D v C C is then a solution of the complex Monge–Ampère equation

.! C dd cu/n D e2u�2'0!n;

for some appropriate choice of the normalizing constant C 2 R. We can from there proceed as
in the case when c.T0/ > 1.

The asymptotic behavior of !t as t !C1, is the same as that of the normalized
Kähler–Ricci flow with smooth initial value !1, as follows from the semi-group property.
It thus follows from a celebrated result of Perelman (see [43]) that when t !C1, !t con-
verges to a Kähler–Einstein metric if there is one.

Remark 6.6. Note that one can similarly continuously deform any positive current

T0 D ! C dd
c'0

with c.'0/ D 1, as long as e�2'0=Œ1C j'0j
N � 2 L1. It is now known that e�2'0 is not inte-

grable at this critical exponent [7].

Remark 6.7. Here follows a heuristic argument showing how the smoothing property
of the Kähler–Ricci flow should help in analyzing the long term behavior of the normalized
Kähler–Ricci flow on Fano varieties.

Assume for simplicity that X is a Fano manifold with no holomorphic vector field and
pick ! 2 c1.X/ a Kähler form. Its Ricci curvature form decomposes as

Ric.!/ D ! C dd ch;

where we normalize the function h (the Ricci deviation) so that
R
X e

h!n D 1.
Any other Kähler form in c1.X/ writes !' D ! C dd c', for some smooth !-psh func-

tion '. It follows from the work of Tian [39] that X admits a (unique) Kähler–Einstein !KE

if and only if the functional

F W !' 7! E.'/C log
Z
X

e�'Ch!n

is proper (it is then actually even coercive as was shown by Phong–Song–Sturm–Weinkove
in [30]). Moreover !KE is then the unique maximizer of F . Here E denotes the functional
introduced earlier, namely

E.'/ D
1

.nC 1/V

nX
jD0

Z
X

' !j' ^ !
n�j :

We now consider the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow .!t /t>0 starting from !0 D ! and
the goal is to propose a scheme for the proof of Perelman’s result that !t ! !KE as t !C1,
assuming F is proper:

(1) Observe that F is non-decreasing along the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow and even
increasing unless we have reached !KE (entropy argument).

(2) The properness assumption implies that the forms !t stay in a compact subset of the
finite energy class E1.c1.X//.
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296 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

(3) The functional F is constant on the set C of cluster values which consists of finite energy
currents.

(4) One can run the normalized Kähler–Ricci flow starting from any T0 2 C , since F is
constant on C , it follows from (1) that C D ¹!KEº.

All these arguments however need delicate justifications, we refer the interested reader to [5]
for more details.

6.3. The two-dimensional Ricci flow. The smoothing properties of the Ricci flow in
(real) dimension two has intensively been studied in the past twenty years, in connection with
equations of porous medium type, notably the logarithmic (fast) diffusion equation. There is
no existence nor uniqueness of solutions in general, if the initial measure has atoms (see [47]).

If X D CP1 is the Riemann sphere and ! a Fubini–Study metric, we can write

!t D dd
c t

in a chart C � CP1, with

à t
àt
D log�! t in C D R2:

Setting ft D �! t , this transforms into

àft
àt
D �! logft in C � �0; T �

with initial data a positive Radon measure T0 D dd c 0 � 0. We refer the interested reader
to [26, 31, 44, 45] for recent works in this direction. It seems that our results go beyond what
was previously known in this two-dimensional setting.

7. The Kähler–Ricci flow on lt varieties

In this final section we briefly explain how to generalize our previous results in two
different directions. We first show that one can even run the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow from
a current representing a class that is merely nef. We then extend our previous analysis to the
case of midly singular varieties.

7.1. Starting from a nef class. Our purpose is this subsection is to show that the
twisted Kähler–Ricci flow can also be used to smooth out a positive current with zero Lelong
numbers belonging to a nef class, as long as the corresponding deformation at the level of
cohomology immediately enters the Kähler cone.

Theorem 7.1. Assume ˛0 is nef while ¹�º � c1.X/ is a Kähler class. Let T0 2 ˛0 be
a positive current with zero Lelong numbers. There exists a unique maximal family .!t /0<t<Tmax

of Kähler forms such that
à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C �;

and !t weakly converges towards T0, as t & 0C.
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The proof follows exactly the same lines as that of our previous results, so we only
emphasize the main differences.

Proof. The problem can again be rewritten at the level of potentials. Fix � a smooth
differential closed form representing ˛0 (note that � is not necessarily semi-positive) and let
'0 2 PSH.X; �/ be a � -psh potential for T0, i.e. T0 D �Cdd c'0. Fix! 2 ¹�º�c1.X/ a Kähler
form and write !t D � C t! C dd c't so that

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /C �

is equivalent to
à't
àt
D log

�
.� C t! C dd c't /

n

eh!n

�
for some smooth real-valued function h.

We already now how to solve the corresponding problem when ˛0 is a Kähler class, so it
is natural to approximate by replacing ˛0 with ˛0 C "¹!º, " > 0. We let 't;" denote the solution
of the corresponding scalar parabolic flow, with fixed initial data '0 (which is a .� C "!/-psh
function with zero Lelong numbers).

Our first observation is that " 7! 't;" is non-increasing. This follows from the maxi-
mum principle, since for 0 < " < "0, the function x 7! '";t .x/ is both .� C ."C t /!/-psh and
.� C ."0 C t /!/-psh, and satisfies

.� C ."C t /! C dd c'";t /
n
D e P'";tCh!n � .� C ."0 C t /! C dd c'";t /

n;

thus '";t is a subsolution of the parabolic Cauchy problem solved by '"0;t .
We can thus consider

't WD lim
"!0C

& '";t

and we now need to show that 't is bounded from below (so as to guarantee in particular
that 't ¤ �1). We can assume without loss of generality that � C ! is a Kähler form (up to
rescaling !). Let u be a continuous .� C !/-psh function such that

.� C ! C dd cu/n D eu�'0eh!n;

and consider ut D .1� t /'0C tuCn.t log t � t /. The latter is a family of .� C t!/-psh func-
tions such that

.� C t! C dd cut /
n
� tn.� C ! C dd cu/n D e PutCh!n

with u0 D '0. It therefore follows from the maximum principle that 't � ut which yields the
desired lower bound.

We now briefly indicate how to deal with the key upper bound on P't . For ı > 0 we
fix !ı a Kähler form representing the Kähler class ˛0 C ı¹�º � ıc1.X/ and let hı be a smooth
function such that

� C ı! D !ı C dd
chı :

Observe now that the parabolic equation can be rewritten, for t � ı, as

.!ı C .t � ı/! C dd
c.'t C hı//

n
D Ft!

n
ı ;

where the densities

Ft D e
P'tCh

!n

.!ı C .t � ı/!/
n
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are uniformly in L2, since (as we have shown earlier)

P't � �
'0.x/C C

t
C C:

It therefore follows from Kolodziej’s estimate [29] that 't C hı is uniformly bounded for t � ı,
hence so is 't .

The remaining estimates are identical to the ones previously established when ˛0 is
Kähler as the reader is invited to check.

Remark 7.2. Recall [11] that a nef class does not necessarily contain a positive current
with zero Lelong numbers. One can however slowly attenuate the logarithmic singularities
along the lines of the results from Section 6.

7.2. Deforming along big and semi-positive classes.

7.2.1. Continuous initial data. Recall that a .1; 1/-class ˛ 2 H 1;1.X;R/ is big if and
only if it can be represented by a Kähler current, i.e. a closed .1; 1/-current T such that T � c!
for some c > 0.

Lemma 7.3. Assume � is a closed real .1; 1/-form on X whose cohomology class
in H 1;1.X;R/ is big. Then there exists a � -psh function  � � 0 such that:

(i)  � is of class C1 on a Zariski open set � � X ,

(ii)  � ! �1 near à�,

(iii) !� WD .� C dd c � /j� is the restriction to � of a Kähler form on a compactification �X
of � dominating X .

This follows from Demailly’s regularization theorem [19]. Condition (iii) means that
there exists a compact Kähler manifold .�X;! �X / and a modification � W �X ! X such that � is
an isomorphism over � and ��!� D ! �X on ��1.�/.

By the Noetherian property of closed analytic subsets, the set of all Zariski open sub-
sets� so obtained admits a largest element, called the ample locus of � and denoted by Amp.�/
(see [10, Theorem 3.17]). Note that Amp.�/ only depends on the cohomology class of � .

Our starting point is the following result proved in [12], which is a mild generalization of
the technical heart of [35]:

Theorem 7.4. Let X be a compact Kähler manifold, T 2 .0;C1/, and let .�t /t2Œ0;T �
be a smooth path of closed semi-positive .1; 1/-forms such that �t � � for a fixed semi-positive
.1; 1/-form � with big cohomology class. Consider

� D e 
C� �!nX

a positive measure on X , where

�  ˙ are quasi-psh functions on X ,

� e� 
�

2 Lp for some p > 1,

�  ˙ are smooth on a given Zariski open subset U � Amp.�/.
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For each continuous �0-psh function '0 2 C 0.X/\PSH.X; �0/, there exists a unique bounded
continuous function ' 2 C 0

b
.U � Œ0; T // with 'jU�¹0º D '0 and such that on U � .0; T / the

function ' is smooth and satisfies

(7.1)
à'
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c'/n

�

�
:

Furthermore, ' is in fact smooth up to time T , i.e. ' 2 C1.U � .0; T �/.

Our goal is now to allow more singular � -plurisubharmonic initial data '0. For simplicity
we only discuss the case of initial data with zero Lelong numbers and we only deal with initial
cohomology classes that are both big and semi-positive.

7.2.2. General case. We are going to prove the following

Theorem 7.5. Let X be a compact Kähler manifold, T 2 .0;C1/, and let .�t /t2Œ0;T �
be an affine path of closed semi-positive .1; 1/-forms such that �t � � for a fixed semi-positive
.1; 1/-form � with big cohomology class. Consider

� D e 
C� �!n

a positive measure on X , where

�  ˙ are quasi-psh functions on X ,

� e� 
�

2 Lp for some p > 1,

�  ˙ are smooth on a given Zariski open subset U � Amp.�/.

For each �0-psh function '0 2 PSH.X; �0/ with zero Lelong numbers, there exists a unique
maximally stretched function ' 2 C1.U � .0; T // such that

� for all t 2 Œ0; T �, 't WD '.t; � / extends as a �t -psh function on X ,

� k't � '0kL1 ! 0 as t ! 0,

�
à'
àt D logŒ .�tCdd

c'/n

�
� on U � .0; T /.

Proof. It follows from [24] that one can find a sequence of continuous �0-psh func-
tions '0;j decreasing towards '0. Let 't;j denote the corresponding approximating solutions
provided by Theorem 7.4. It follows again from the maximum principle that j 7! 't;j is
non-increasing, hence we consider

't WD lim
j!C1

& 't;j :

The goal is thus to establish a priori estimates. For simplicity we assume

U D � D Amp.�/

(the general case necessitates minor adjustments, see for example [12, Lemma 3.3.2]). We work
on the approximants 't;j , but we suppress the subscript j in the sequel.

We first find an appropriate subsolution. This will guarantee that 't is not identically�1,
hence is a well-defined �t -psh function. The proof is completely similar to the Kähler case: let u
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denote a � -psh function with minimal singularities such that

.� C dd cu/n D eu�'0� D eu�'0C 
C� �!n in U

(the existence of u follows from [11]) and consider

ut WD .1 � t /'0 C tuC n.t log t � t /:

Using that t 7! �t D �0 C t� is affine and �t � � , we observe that

�t C dd
cut D .1 � t /.�0 C dd

c'0/C t .�1 C dd
cu/ � t�u � 0;

thus ut is �t -psh and the reader can check that ut is a subsolution to the parabolic equation
with initial data u0 D '0, hence

't � .1 � t /'0 C tuC n.t log t � t /;

as desired.
We now establish the key upper-bound on P't in the context of big cohomology classes.

Fix " > 0 and consider

H.t; x/ D t P't � Œ't � .1 � "/'0 � " � � � nt;

where  � is a � -psh function provided by Lemma 7.3. Since P�t D �, a straightforward com-
putation yields, setting !t D �t C dd c't and �t WD �!t

,�
à
àt
��t

�
H D t tr!t

.�/C�t .'t � .1 � "/'0 � " � / � n

D � tr!t
..1 � "/T0 C ".� C dd

c � / � 0;

where these estimates are performed in U D �. Since  � ! �1 on à�, It follows that H
attains its maximum in .t D 0/ \�. Now H.0; � / � 0 hence letting "! 0, we obtain

P't .x/ �
�'0.x/C C

t
C n:

From there on, one can proceed as in the proof of [12, Theorem 3.3.4] to conclude.

7.3. Smoothing properties on midly singular varieties.

7.3.1. Log terminal singularities. We assume here that X is a Q-Gorenstein space,
i.e. it has normal singularities and its canonical bundle KX exists as a Q-line bundle (there
exist an r 2 N and a line bundle L on X such that LjXreg D rKXreg).

Choose a log resolution of X , i.e. a projective bimeromorphic morphism � W X 0 ! X

which is an isomorphism over Xreg and whose exceptional divisor E D
P
i Ei has simple

normal crossings. There is a unique collection of rational numbers ai (the discrepancies of X
with respect to the chosen log resolution) such that

KX 0 �Q ��KX C
X
i

aiEi ;

where �Q denotes Q-linear equivalence.
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Definition 7.6. We say that X has log terminal singularities if and only if ai > �1
for all i .

This definition is independent of the choice of a log resolution. Quotient singularities are
log terminal, and conversely every two-dimensional log terminal singularity is a quotient singu-
larity. Note however that ordinary double points are log-terminal but not quotient singularities
in dimension n � 3.

Choose a local generator � of the line bundle rKX for some r 2 N�. Restricting to Xreg,
we define a smooth positive volume form by setting

(7.2) �� WD .i
rn2

� ^ N�/1=r :

Such measures are called adapted measures in [23], where the following analytic interpretation
of the discrepancies is observed:

Lemma 7.7. Let zi be a local equation of Ei , defined on a neighborhood U � X 0 of
a given point of E. Then we have

.���� /UnE D
Y
i

jzi j
2aidV

for some smooth volume form dV on U .

The proof is a direct consequence of the change of variable formula. Thus a Q-Gorenstein
variety X has log terminal singularities if and only if every adapted measure �� has locally
finite mass near each singular point of X .

The construction of adapted measures can be globalized as follows: let � be a smooth
metric on the Q-line bundle KX . Then

(7.3) �� WD

�
irn

2

� ^ N�

j� jr�

�1=r
becomes independent of the choice of a local generator � of rKX , and hence defines a smooth
positive volume form on Xreg, which has locally finite mass near points of Xsing if and only
if X is log terminal.

7.3.2. The Kähler–Ricci flow on lt varieties. Starting from a compact Kähler mani-
fold .X0; !0/, it is tempting to run the Kähler–Ricci flow until Tmax and expect that .X; !t /
converges as t ! Tmax towards some mildly singular model X equipped with a limiting cur-
rent T0 which is not too singular as well, and then try and run again the Kähler–Ricci flow
from .X; T0/.

When X is projective, there are some evidence that this may be feasible, provided both
by algebraic geometry (notably [8]) and by recent progresses in Kähler–Ricci flow techniques
(see the survey [37]).

The main application of our previous technical Theorem 7.5 is the following extension
of a result of Song–Tian [35], which shows that one can indeed run the Kähler–Ricci flow
on a log-terminal variety, starting from an arbitrary positive closed current with zero Lelong
numbers.
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302 Guedj and Zeriahi, Regularizing properties of the twisted Kähler–Ricci flow

Theorem 7.8. Let X be a projective complex variety with log terminal singularities.
Let T0 be a positive .1;1/-current with zero Lelong numbers representing a Kähler class
˛0 2H

1;1.X;R/. Then there exists a continuous family .!t /t2Œ0;TmaxŒ of positive .1;1/-currents
such that

(i) Œ!t � D ˛0 � tc1.X/ in H 1;1.X;R/,

(ii) !t ! T0 as t ! 0,

(iii) .!t /t2.0;C1/ restricts to a smooth path of Kähler forms on Xreg satisfying

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t /:

Proof. Let � W X 0 ! X be a log resolution of X . Since ˛00 D �
�˛0 is the pull-back of

a Kähler class, it is big and semi-positive. We fix �0 a smooth closed semi-positive .1; 1/-form
representing it. Fix 0 < T < Tmax and let �T be a smooth closed semi-positive .1; 1/-form
representing ��.˛0 � Tc1.X//. Set

� WD
�T � �0

T
and �t WD �0 C t�:

This yields an affine path of big and semi-positive forms. Note that both �0 and �T can be
chosen as the pull-back by � of a Kähler form on X , hence we can moreover assume that there
is a fixed big and semi-positive form � such that �0; �T � � hence �t � � for all t 2 Œ0; T �.

Since � is a representative of ��c1.KX /, we can find a smooth metric � on KX whose
curvature form is ���. We let �� denote the corresponding adapted measure and set

� WD ���� D e
 C� �!nX 0 ;

where !X 0 denotes a Kähler form on X 0 and  ˙ are quasi-psh functions which satisfy the
hypotheses of Theorem 7.5, as the reader will check using Lemma 7.7 (the Zariski open set U
coincides here with ��1.Xreg/. We set

��!t D �t C dd
c't

and observe that

à!t
àt
D �Ric.!t / ”

à'
àt
D log

�
.�t C dd

c'/n

�

�
if the potentials 't are conveniently normalized.

The result therefore follows from Theorem 7.5.
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